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ENERGY & WATER MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE 

MACH  ENERGY

– National Manager of Energy & 
Sustainability for a 100-building portfolio,  

Customer of MACH Energy

MACH Energy’s actionable 
reporting and data analytics have 
made a real difference for us, and 
we have managed to consistently 
lower energy consumption and 
reduce energy expenses. Thanks 
to MACH, we have even caught 
erroneous energy bills that would 
have negatively impacted our 
budgets.

ENERGY STAR 
Integration
MACH Energy Software provides 
complete integration of your energy 
information with Portfolio Manager, 
including 
automated data 
uploading and 
score reporting. 

Building portfolios across the U.S. are racing to become more 
transparent and more efficient. As the building sector accounts for 
over 40% of total energy consumption in urban areas,1 reducing this 
usage is an excellent way to increase value and differentiate across 
large groups of buildings. 

Unfortunately, energy managers often have little portfolio visibility, 
limited time and strict budget constraints. 

Energy Management Software is a cost-effective solution that helps 
energy managers quickly reach their efficiency goals and make their 
jobs easier:

1. Data from U.S. Energy Information Administration FAQs Page, Updated Apr. 6th, 2016.

Reduce Energy Usage by 5-10% or More
• MACH analytics automatically identify, quantify, and track 

savings opportunities across buildings and portfolios .
• Actionable data ensures your portfolio’s savings persist, 

helps you evaluate and track capital projects, and helps 
you optimize building management system.

• Achieve payback in 3-6 months with no capital investment.

Generate Forecasts and Reports Automatically
• Automate portfolio reporting, which frees up time to 

focus more on adding value. 
• Make your job easier by automating energy budget 

creation, accrual and variance reporting.
• Save time and improve accuracy with ENERGY STAR data 

integration.
• You own the data - download and format to your portfolio’s 

standards.

Show Measurable ROIs from Investments
• Leverage available utility interval data and other rich 

data sources for quick deployment.
• Demonstrate payback cycles with capital projects.

For Sustainability Directors

Learn more at machenergy.com. Schedule a demonstration by emailing 
demo@machenergy.com or by calling +1 (415) 762-0085 x201.

SMART  EFFICIENT  INTUITIVE
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Why Choose MACH for Your Portfolio?
By the end of year 2016, the MACH system has identified over 
$70M in savings opportunities. Owners of over a hundred 
building portfolios nationwide have repeatedly chosen MACH. 
Here are the three most compelling reasons:

MACH Energy is  
the Most Trusted 
Market Leader 
Since 2001, MACH Energy 
has helped over 100 building 
portfolios manage their 
energy and water usage and 
achieve efficiency goals. 
Even some of the most iconic 
buildings in the nation have 
recognized MACH Energy 
as the easiest, fastest and 
most cost-effective option 
for reducing utility-related 
operating expenses. 

Highest Value Solution
• Greatest reduction in energy usage with the least effort/

investment
• Save budget dollars via MACH energy procurement 

contract evaluation or by bundling MACH in procurement 
agreement  

• No need to invest in separate system(s). Software supports 
real-time data, gas, steam, and chilled and domestic water, 
plus tenant sub-metering

The Lowest Risk Option
• Helps quickly identify recurring issues, sustained 

improvements and ongoing operational degradation 
across the portfolio

• Trusted by the best property managers and building 
owners in the country 

• Backed by 15-year track record with over 250,000 hours 
experience reducing energy usage and cost

• MACH’s utility grade tariff engine ensures accurate 
reporting

The Quickest System to Implement and Use
• Get started quickly by leveraging available utility data or 

MACH turn-key services: online in days, including training 
and mobile access

• Intuitive - automatically identifies and tracks savings 
and ENERGY STAR opportunities as well as various 
sustainability data consolidation

• Pushed emails for monthly budget/variance report and 
weekly savings update

ONLY WITH MACH ENERGY 

MACH ENERGY

Learn more at machenergy.com. Schedule a demonstration by 
emailing demo@machenergy.com or by calling +1 (415) 762-0085 x201.

THE BEST
ENERGY & WATER 
MANAGEMENT 
SOFTWARE

Let MACH MAke your job eAsier todAy.

For Sustainability Directors


